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Samantha Hamilton
connects with her guides
from the other side for
psychic insights on Janet

CELEBRITY PREDICTIONS FOR
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anet will feel the need to express her more
flamboyant side when sharing her political
views on how she perceives the loss of her
brother. Her eccentric tendencies will really
colour her actions. There is no real balance
here as her emotions are going to be tested in
more ways than one. She will want to have the
final say in how her immediate family express
their talents and concerns to try and have some
control of how the media portray them.
There is no slowing down for Janet Jackson
this year, she will speak her mind and express
her gratitude to those around the world
sending out deep love and mountains of great
loss for her brother Michael Jackson and this
will continue to follow through into next year.
This will then give her an off the wall idea to
auction and fund raise money through selling
some of Michael’s possessions. The money
will go to charity in aid of him. She will also
put together some of Michael’s pride and joy
possessions and outfits as a museum and this
will attract millions of fans around the world.
We can expect more interviews with Janet and
also other members of her family, as they will
put a collection together for publicity. As
Janet works behind the scenes to create a film
on the Jackson family she will begin to
question her spiritual beliefs about life after
death and to question where her faith
belongs with god. She will travel to faraway
places to cleanse any negative perpetual
thinking that causes her pain and discomfort
as she searches for answers as to why the loss
of her brother came for her to soon.

Janet’s Karma
Janet is active and adventurous and is always
restless and on the go. She loves travelling
which is made easier by her independent and
courageous spirit. She is energetic and
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